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QUESTION 1

What are the usable hosts on the .128.0/19 network? 

A. .128.1 through .143.254 

B. .128.128 through .134.254 

C. .128.0 through .134.254 

D. .128.1 through .159.254 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You issue the ping interface t1-1/1/0 1.1.1.1 bypass-routing count 1000 rapid command. Which statement is correct? 

A. The bypass-routing parameter is used to test the density on the T1 line. 

B. The bypass-routing parameter cannot be used on a T1 interface. 

C. The bypass-routing parameter allows you to ping a host through an interface that has no route through it. 

D. The bypass-routing parameter allows you to ping a local WAN interface without generating any outbound traffic. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You have received a default route through BGP from your ISP and you want to redistribute it into OSPF. 

Which method will accomplish this? 

A. Apply an export policy to OSPF that exports the default route. 

B. Apply an import policy to OSPF that imports the default route. 

C. Apply the default-network command to OSPF. 

D. Apply the redistribute-igp command to BGP. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which layer in the TCP/IP model is responsible for delivering packets to their destination? 

A. Application Layer 
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B. Transport Layer 

C. Internet Layer 

D. Network Access Layer 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

When configuring more than one archival site, which statement is true? 

A. The system will first attempt the transfer using the URL configured last. 

B. The system will transfer the configuration to each archival site. 

C. The system will not transfer to a secondary site unless the previous site fails. 

D. The system will transfer using secure copy protocol (SCP) before attempting FTP. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which statement is correct about policies in the Junos OS? 

A. Export policies are used to filter routes from the RE forwarding table to the PFE forwarding table. 

B. Export policies are used to filter routes destined for the routing table. 

C. Export policies are used to filter routes being sent to neighboring devices. 

D. Export policies are used to filter traffic leaving the device. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Which layer in the OSI model is responsible for translating frames into bits? 

A. Application Layer 

B. Presentation Layer 

C. Data Link Layer 

D. Physical Layer 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 8

-- Exhibit -[edit interfaces ge-0/0/6] 

user@router# show 

unit 0 { 

family inet { 

address 172.16.10.100/24; 

address 172.16.10.101/24; 

} 

} 

-- Exhibit -

You have two IP addresses configured on the ge-0/0/6 interface, as shown in the exhibit. You want to select the
172.16.10.101 address as the source address for packets sent from this interface to hosts on a remote subnet. 

Which parameter would you add to the 172.16.10.101 address to complete this task? 

A. preferred 

B. broadcast 

C. primary 

D. arp 172.16.10.101 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

When attempting to view the OSPF routes in the routing table, you issue the command show route table inet.3 but no
OSPF routes are displayed. 

What is the problem? 

A. The OSPF routes are located in the inet4.0 routing table. 

B. The OSPF routes are located in the inet.0 routing table. 

C. The OSPF routes are located in the inet.2 routing table. 

D. The OSPF routes are located in the inet4.3 routing table. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 10

What are two examples of exception traffic? (Choose two.) 

A. SFTP traffic that enters one interface and is destined for a local physical interface. 

B. SFTP traffic that enters and exits the same interface on the local router. 

C. SCP traffic that enters one interface and exits another interface on the local router. 

D. SCP traffic that is destined for the router\\'s loopback interface. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 11

Which statement is true regarding an Ethernet collision domain? 

A. If a router is used, the collision domain includes all devices connected to the router. 

B. If a hub is used, the collision domain is limited to each device and the hub. 

C. If a switch is used, the collision domain is limited to each device and the switch. 

D. If a bridge is used, the collision domain includes all devices connected to the bridge. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

You are troubleshooting a routing issue and need to check the hop-by-hop path to the 10.10.10.10 destination. 

Which three commands would display the path? (Choose three.) 

A. user@router# traceroute 10.10.10.10 

B. user@router> ping record-route 10.10.10.10 

C. user@router>traceroute 10.10.10.10 

D. user@router# run traceroute 10.10.10.10 

E. user@router# ping record-route 10.10.10.10 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 13

-- Exhibit -user@router> show system alarms 1 alarms currently active Alarm time Class Description 

2013-09-14 23:54:01 UTC Minor Rescue configuration is not set -- Exhibit -Which command will resolve the problem
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shown in the exhibit? 

A. user@router> request system configuration rescue save 

B. user@router# request system configuration rescue save 

C. user@router> file copy current /config/rescue.conf 

D. user@router# file copy current /config/rescue.conf 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Referring to the exhibit, you want to block HTTP access to Web-Server from the subnet where Mal-User is located. All
other traffic should be permitted. 

Which firewall filter configuration do you use? 

A. [edit firewall family inet filter STOP-MAL-USER]user@router# showterm one {from {source-address
{200.200.200.0/24;}destination-address {100.100.100.10/32;}protocoltcp;destination-port http;}then accept;}term two
{then {reject;}} 

B. [edit firewall family inet filter STOP-MAL-USER]user@router# showterm one {from {source-address
{100.100.100.0/24;}destination-address {200.200.200.1/32;}protocoltcp;destination-port http;}then accept;}term two
{then {reject;}} 

C. [edit firewall family inet filter STOP-MAL-USER]user@router# showterm one {from {source-address
{100.100.100.0/24;}destination-address {200.200.200.1/32;}protocoltcp;destination-port http;}then reject;}term two {then
{accept;}} 

D. [edit firewall family inet filter STOP-MAL-USER]user@router# showterm one {from {source-address
{200.200.200.0/24;}destination-address {100.100.100.10/32;}protocoltcp;destination-port http;}then reject;}term two
{then {accept;}} 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15
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You must apply the family inet configuration parameter only to Gigabit Ethernet interfaces that are in FPC 

2. 

Which output applies to this configuration? 

A. [edit groups]user@router# showge-int {interfaces { {unit 0 {family inet;}}}} 

B. [edit groups]user@router# showge-int {interfaces { {unit 0 {family inet;}}}} 

C. [edit groups]user@router# showge-int {interfaces { {unit 0 {family inet;}}}} 

D. [edit groups]user@router# showge-int {interfaces { {unit 0 {family inet;}}}} 

Correct Answer: D 
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